Description of event
This three-day workshop will be held next April 2019 in the Lisbon area, Portugal. This workshop
will be attended by 20 students from our European member countries and aims at:
- Extend the knowledge of participants on omics approaches
- Teach strategies for the identification of invertebrate stem cells
- Evaluate the adjustments required to adapt these strategies to marine invertebrates
- Establish a scientific network supporting omics approaches in our action
This workshop will be composed of three plenary lecture sessions alternated with round-tables and
informal discussions. During these interactive activities, the students will have the opportunity to
ask for inputs from the various speakers on their respective omics research challenges. The main
topics of these sessions will be:
- General approaches for omics experiences
- Stem cell characterization by omics approaches
- Combining experimental approaches to identify stem cells
The presentations and discussions will cover all fields of omics, including genomics,
transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and single-cell approaches.
Call for abstracts
Abstract submission deadline: 04.01.2019
Notification of abstract acceptance: 11.01.2019
All students interested in participating in the 2nd MARISTEM workshop must send a complete
application to ricerca.biologia@unipd.it before the registration deadline. Submission of an
application does NOT constitute registration to the workshop. Booking of the hotel and the
transportation is the responsibility of each participant. Participating in the poster session is
mandatory. The number of students is limited to 20 by the amount of funding available. Additional
students could attend the lectures, but NOT the discussion sessions, without funding. Participants
will be selected on the basis of their submission. The relevance of the presentation to the workshop
will be taken into consideration. Incomplete submissions will not be considered.
Content of the application
 a motivation letter signed by the supervisor
 a CV (including a list of academic publications – if applicable)
 an abstract for the poster presentation
Information for abstract submissions
 Please write your poster abstracts in English. No special characters accepted.
 The maximum abstract length is 250 words.
 Abstract title should clearly indicate the nature of the study.
 Authors’ initials and last names only (with presenting author first)
 Authors' institutional affiliations must be listed as institution, city and country, separated by
semicolon (;). If there is more than one affiliation it should be denoted by the symbols * + ~
The posters (format A0 portrait, height 120 cm, width 90 cm) will be displayed during the entire
duration of the workshop.
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Tentative programme
Monday, April 8, 2019
Morning:
Arrivals and registration.
Afternoon:
Welcomes and talk from a researcher from the School for Marine Technologies (1h)
Lectures on omics general approaches (2h)
Interactive description on design of omics experience and treatment of omics data (2h)
Diner at Hotel Pinhalmar
Tuesday, April 9, 2019
Morning:
Lectures on previous experiences in stem cell characterization by omics (2h)
Round table on applications of omics approaches (1,5h)
Lunch at Hotel Pinhalmar
Afternoon:
Poster presentations and discussions (2,5h)
Thematic round tables involving small groups of participants and scientists, (2h)
Visit to Cetemares Research Centre (http://mare.ipleiria.pt/en/cetemares/)
Diner at Restaurant Sardinha (http://www.restauranteasardinha.com/)
Wednesday, April 10, 2019
Morning:
Lecture on combination of omics and other experimental approaches relevant for MISC
characterization (2h)
Round table on experimental strategies for the identification of MISCs (1,5h)
Lunch at Hotel Pinhalmar
Afternoon:
Farewell, end of the workshop
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Practical information
Venue

The workshop will be held at the School for Marine Technologies, Leiria Polytechnic, Peniche
Portugal. Peniche is a typical Portuguese fisherman village, 85 km from Lisbon Airport, famous for
its surfing activities.
Escola Superior de Turismo e Tecnologia do Mar
Campus 4
Santuário de Nossa Senhora dos Remédios
2520–641 Peniche – Portugal
E-mail: estm@ipleiria.pt
Website: https://www.ipleiria.pt/estm/home/
Tel: (+351) 262 783 607
Fax:(+351) 262 783 088
Accommodation
Hotel PINHALmar is located 600m from the workshop (5min walk), and provides 27 rooms (max
55€/night). Rooms at the hotel are secured for the participants until January 15th. Participants
MUST arrange their accommodation directly with the hotel. The hotel has the Cabo Carvoeiro's
lighthouse, the sea and the Berlengas islands as background. Lunch on the 9th and 10th, as well as
dinner on the 8th and 9th, will take place at the hotel.
Estrada Marginal Sul
2520-227 Peniche – Portugal
E-mail: geral@pinhalmar.com
Website: http://www.pinhalmar.com/EN/hotel.html
Tel: (+351) 262 789 349
Fax: (+351) 262 787 069
Transport
The venue is located 85km from the Aeroporto de Lisboa (https://www.aeroportolisboa.pt/en). It
can be reached by bus (Rodoviária Oeste, line “Rápida Azul”, http://rodoviariadooeste.pt) from the
“Campo Grande” station, 9 € each way. Lisbon bus station “Campo Grande” can be reached from
the Airport by Metro through Alameda (Red line followed by Green line). A shuttle bus will make
the transfer from Peniche Bus station to the hotel. Several shuttle companies operate in this area.
Among others, the company Catch&Go (tiago.catchgo@outlook.com, +351 914 304 811) charges
90€ per transfer for up to 4 people. For reimbursement, each participant should have his/her
individual receipt. The hotel provides free shuttles to Peniche city center.
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CV of speakers
Organizers
Ana Varela Coelho
Dr. Ana Varela-Coelho obtained her PhD in Biochemistry in 1998. In 2002, she initiated the Mass
Spectrometry Facility at the NOVA University of Lisbon, which she coordinated till 2013. In 2013,
she established a new research lab focusing on the integrated use of omics approaches. Her research
interests include echinoderm regeneration and the mechanisms of host pathogen interactions.
Simon Blanchoud
Dr. Simon Blanchoud obtained his Master in Computer Science in 2008, his PhD in Molecular Life
Sciences in 2013 and opened his own lab studying regeneration in colonial ascidians in 2018. He
uses interdisciplinary approaches combining microscopy, image analysis, micro-manipulations and
omics. He also assembled the first de novo draft genome of Botrylloides leachii in 2016.
Federico Herrera
Dr. Federico Herrera obtained his PhD in Biology in 2005. He started his own lab on the
differentiation of neural precursor cells at the NOVA University of Lisbon in 2014. He develops
new molecular tools for protein imaging in living cells, which can be used for high-throughput
screenings. His research is focused towards applying regenerative medicine to neurological
disorders.
Maristem speakers
Paola Oliveri
Dr. Paola Oliveri earned her Master in Biology in 1992, her PhD in Cell and Developmental
biology in 1997 and since 2007 is a senior lecturer at the University College of London. She studies
the evolution of regeneration by comparing how gene networks have emerged in different species of
echinoderms using transcriptomics. Her research interests include cell type specification and
evolution.
Helike Lõhelaid
Dr. Helike Lõhelaid obtained her Bachelor degree in Gene Technology and Molecular Biology in
2001, and her Master and PhD degrees in Chemistry in 2003 and 2015, respectively. She is a trained
molecular biologist and biochemist who studies stress related biosynthesis of lipid mediators in
corals at the Tallinn University of Technology. She has vast experience in enzymology,
transcriptomics and lipidomics.
Jean Armengaud
Dr. Jean Armengaud received his PhD in Biochemistry in 1994, and was a postdoctoral fellow at the
Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research as well as the Structural Biology Institute of Grenoble. He
heads the ProGénoMix platform at the Frédéric Joliot Institute for Life Sciences. He is an expert in
proteogenomics for non-model organisms, as well as in mass spectrometry. His research team
develops new methodologies for the study of microbiota and their clinical and environmental
applications.
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Keynote speakers
Mark Robinson
Prof. Mark D. Robinson obtained his Master in Statistics in 2001, his PhD in Medical Biology in
2008 and since 2011 is a professor of Statistical Genomics at the University of Zurich. His lab
develops and assesses statistical methods for high-throughput biological applications, with a focus
on genomic data. His research interests include genome-scale experimental design and
understanding the performance of the various technologies used to generate and analyze omics data.
Alexander Klimovich
Dr. Alexander Klimovich earned his doctorate in Immunology in 2011. In 2014, he became a senior
research assistant in the laboratory of Prof. Thomas C. G. Bosch at the Zoology department of the
Kiel University. His research interests include the molecular basis of longevity and its relation with
stem cells. His recent work has led to the identification and characterization of stem cell and
neuronal signatures in Hydra.
Jordi Solana
Dr. Jordi Solana obtained his PhD in Biology in Barcelona in 2008 studying planarians. After two
postdoctoral stages in Nottingham and Berlin, he started his research group in Oxford Brookes
University in 2017. He has pioneered the implementation of high throughput approaches, including
single-cell transcriptomics, to planarians. He uses these approaches, combined with computational
analyses, to study planarian stem cells and regeneration.
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